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FIXED T-ARM
A comfortable and supportive urethane pad, 
10” in length by 3.5” wide, which can be field 
replaced if damaged, as can the entire arm.  
The arms can be adjusted inward and outward 
by 1.25” per arm, or 2.5” per chair.

MESH BACK
Made of breathable polyester elastomers, the 
Mesh Back has an ideal tension that provides 
comfortable lumbar and thoracic support for 
extended use and healthy sitting - enhanced 
further with the air circulation provided by the
mesh’s unique design, and an easy-to-clean 
surface. The back is also replaceable.

FULLY UPHOLSTERED BACK
A unique construction with a mesh suspension 
core, combined with extensively-researched 
ergonomic curvature, gives the Aqua back a 
form-fitting comfort and a thin profile that is 
designed for healthy long-term sitting.

ADJUSTABLE T-ARM
In addition to the same features as the Fixed  
version, the arm pad has a 3-position rotation  
horizontally: center, left and right. The arm  
pad also adjusts forward and rearward in  
5 positions, and is height-adjustable in 9  
positions ranging over 4.

SYNCRO TILT MECHANISM
There are 5 recline/lock positions, in addition  
to a full range of free-flowing movement.  
The forward position of the pivot point allows  
the back and seat to adjust in a 2:1 ratio  
synchronously, providing comfortable recline 
of the back with minimal incline of the seat.

SWIVEL TILT MECHANISM
Provides excellent value, durability and  
simplicity: forward and backward tilt, tilt lock, 
and 360 degree swivel, as well as vertical  
adjustment - ideal for short-term use  
environments, such as meeting rooms, where 
numerous adjustability features may not be 
desirable or necessary.

CANTILEVER ARM
The top surface of this arm has been  
proportioned to provide comfortable arm  
support, with a resting surface of 10” x 2”.  
The arms can be adjusted inward and outward 
by 1” on each arm, or 2” per chair. 

SEAT SLIDER OPTION FOR SYNCRO
Available on the Synchro-Tilt Mechanism, this  
offers a 2” range of forward and rearward  
adjustment of the seat, with a locking feature. 

AQUA SEAT AND ARMLESS OPTION
The seat has been carefully researched and 
shaped to provide extended sitting comfort, 
with a foam density that provides an optimal 
combination of softness and firmness. All of 
the arm styles can be added in the field to the 
Armless version. 
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MESH BACK COLORS

White Metallic Grey

Sand

Warm Grey Black

Celery Sky Earth Clay

Neo Sunshine Sunset Cardinal Brinjal

Aqua is certified to the Greenguard indoor air emissions standard, and its high recycled content qualifies it to earn LEED credits.
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Extensively researched and painstakingly designed, Aqua features unique proportions and contouring that make it light and 
small-scaled in its exterior footprint, but spacious and exceptionally comfortable on the inside. This (and its sleek style) gives 
Aqua a multi-purpose appeal, enabling it to suit many functions and environments: conference rooms, training areas, private 
offices, open plan workstations, as well as hotel and hospitality settings.
Both the mesh and upholstered backs have been formed with ergonomic curvature to provide form-fitting lumbar and thoracic 
support for comfort and healthy sitting. Their thin, elegant profile combines beautifully with Aqua’s soft-yet-firm, carefully  
contoured seat, and arms that have been contoured and angled for optimal positioning.


